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Abstract

Latest efforts on cross-lingual relation extraction (XRE) aggressively leverage the language-consistent structural features from the universal dependency (UD) resource, while they may largely suffer from biased transfer (e.g., either target-biased or source-biased) due to the inevitable linguistic disparity between languages. In this work, we investigate an unbiased UD-based XRE transfer by constructing a type of code-mixed UD forest. We first translate the sentence of the source language to the parallel target-side language, for both of which we parse the UD tree respectively. Then, we merge the source-/target-side UD structures as a unified code-mixed UD forest. With such forest features, the gaps of UD-based XRE between the training and predicting phases can be effectively closed. We conduct experiments on the ACE XRE benchmark datasets, where the results demonstrate that the proposed code-mixed UD forests help unbiased UD-based XRE transfer, with which we achieve significant XRE performance gains.

1 Introduction

Relation extraction (RE) aims at extracting from the plain texts the meaningful entity mentions paired with semantic relations. One widely-acknowledged key bottleneck of RE is called the long-range dependence (LRD) issue, i.e., the decay of dependence clues of two mention entities with increasing distance in between (Culotta and Sorensen, 2004; Zhang et al., 2018; Fei et al., 2021). Fortunately, prior work extensively reveals that the syntactic dependency trees help resolve LRD issue effectively, by taking advantage of the close relevance between the dependency structure and the relational RE pair (Miwa and Bansal, 2016; Can et al., 2019). In cross-lingual RE, likewise, the universal dependency trees (de Marneffe et al., 2021) are leveraged as effective language-persistent features in the latest work for better transfer from source (SRC) language to target (TGT) language (Subburathinam et al., 2019; Fei et al., 2020b; Taghizadeh and Faili, 2021).

Current state-of-the-art (SoTA) XRE work leverages the UD trees based on the model transfer paradigm, i.e., training with SRC-side UD features while predicting with TGT-side UD features (Ahmad et al., 2021; Taghizadeh and Faili, 2022). Model transfer method transfers the shareable parts of features from SRC to TGT, while unfortunately it could fail to model the TGT-side language-specific features, and thus results in a clear TGT-side bias. In fact, the TGT-side bias can

Figure 1: Model transfer fails to model the TGT-side language-specific features due to the syntactic structure discrepancy (a), while annotation projection may overlook the SRC-side effective UD features (b). This work combines the two methods and constructs code-mixed UD forests for unbiased cross-lingual RE (c).
be exacerbated in UD-based model transfer, cf. Fig. 1(a). Given that UD has a universal annotation standard, inevitably, there is still a syntax discrepancy between the two languages due to their intrinsic linguistic nature. We show (cf. §3 for more discussion) that between the parallel sentences in English and Arabic, around 30% words are misaligned and over 35% UD word-pairs have no correspondence. Such structural discrepancies consequently undermine the model transfer efficacy.

One alternative solution is using annotation projection (Pado and Lapata, 2009; Kim et al., 2010; McDonald et al., 2013; Xiao and Guo, 2015). The main idea is directly synthesizing the pseudo TGT-side training data, so that the TGT-side linguistic features (i.e., UD trees) are well preserved. However, it could be a double side of the sword in the annotation projection paradigm. It manages to learn the language-specific features, while at the cost of losing some high-efficient structural knowledge from SRC-side UD, thus leading to the SRC-biased UD feature transfer. As illustrated in Fig. 1(b), the dependence paths in the SRC UD tree that effectively solves the LRD issues for the task are sacrificed when transforming the SRC tree into the TGT tree.

This motivates us to pursue an unbiased and holistic UD-based XRE transfer by considering both the SRC and TGT UD syntax features. To reach the goal, in this work, we propose combining the view of model transfer and annotation projection paradigm, and constructing a type of code-mixed UD forests. Technically, we first project the SRC training instances and TGT predicting instances into the opposite languages, respectively. Then, we parse the parallel UD trees of both sides respectively via existing UD parsers. Next, merge each pair of SRC and TGT UD trees together into the code-mixed UD forest, in which the well-aligned word pairs are merged to the TGT ones in the forest, and the unaligned words will all be kept in the forest. With these code-mixed syntactic features, the gap between training and predicting phases can be closed, as depicted in Fig. 1(c).

We encode the UD forest with the graph attention model (GAT; Velickovic et al., 2018) for feature encoding. We perform experiments on the representative XRE benchmark, ACE05 (Christopher Walker et al., 2006), where the transfer results from English to Chinese and Arabic show that the proposed code-mixed forests bring significant improvement over the current best-performing UD-based system, obtaining the new SoTA results. Further analyses verify that 1) the code-mixed UD forests help maintain the debiased cross-lingual transfer of RE task, and 2) the larger the difference between SRC and TGT languages, the bigger the boosts offered by code-mixed forests. To our knowledge, we are the first taking the complementary advantages of annotation projection and model transfer paradigm for unbiased XRE transfer. We verify that the gap between training and predicting of UD-based XRE can be bridged by synthesizing a type of code-mixed UD forests. The resource can be found at https://github.com/scofield7419/XLXIE/.

2 Related Work

Different from the sequential type of information extraction (IE), e.g., named entity recognition
(NER) (Cucerzan and Yarowsky, 1999), RE not only detects the mentions but also recognizes the semantic relations between mentions. RE has long received extensive research attention within the last decades (Zelenko et al., 2002). Within the community, research has revealed that the syntactic dependency trees share close correlations with RE or broad-covering information extraction tasks in structure (Fei et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2021; Fei et al., 2022), and thus the former is frequently leveraged as supporting features for enhancing RE. In XRE, the key relational features between words need to be transferred between languages, which motivates the incorporation of UD tree features that have consistent annotations and principles across various languages. Thus, UD-based systems extensively achieve the current SoTA XRE (Lu et al., 2020; Taghizadeh and Faili, 2021; Zhang et al., 2021). This work inherits the prior wisdom, and leverages the UD features.

Model transfer (Kozhevnikov and Titov, 2013; Ni and Florian, 2019; Fei et al., 2020b) and annotation projection (Björkelund et al., 2009; Mulcaire et al., 2018; Daza and Frank, 2019; Fei et al., 2020a; Lou et al., 2022) are two mainstream avenues in structural cross-lingual transfer track. The former trains a model on SRC annotations and them make predictions with TGT instances, i.e., transferring the shared language-invariant features. The latter directly synthesizes the pseudo training instances in TGT language based on some parallel sentences, in which the TGT-specific features are retained to the largest extent. As we indicated earlier, in both two paradigms the UD tree features can be unfortunately biased during the transfer, thus leading to the underutilization of UD resource. This work considers a holistic viewpoint, integrating both the two cross-lingual transfer schemes and combining both the SRC and TGT syntax trees by code mixing.

Several prior studies have shown that combining the raw SRC and pseudo TGT (from projection) data for training helps better transfer. It is shown that although the two data are semantically identical, SRC data still can offer some complementary language-biased features (Fei et al., 2020a,b; Zhen et al., 2021). Yet we emphasize that different from regular cross-lingual text classification or sequential prediction, XRE relies particularly on the syntactic structure features, e.g., UD, and thus needs a more fine-grained approach for SRC-TGT data ensembling, instead of simply instance stacking. Thus, we propose merging the SRC and TGT syntax trees into the code-mixed forests.

Code mixing has been explored in several different NLP applications (Labutov and Lipson, 2014; Joshi et al., 2016; Banerjee et al., 2018; Samanta et al., 2019), where the core idea is creating data piece containing words from different languages simultaneously. For example, Samanta et al. (2019) introduce a novel data augmentation method for enhancing the recognition of code-switched sentiment analysis, where they replace the constituent phrases with code-mixed alternatives. Qin et al. (2020) propose generating code-switching data to augment the existing multilingual language models for better zero-shot cross-lingual tasks. While we notice that most of the works focus on the development of code-mixed sequential texts, this work considers the one for structural syntax trees. Our work is partially similar to Zhang et al. (2019) on the code-mixed UD tree construction. But ours differentiate theirs in that Zhang et al. (2019) target better UD parsing itself, while we aim to improve downstream tasks.

3 Observations on UD Bias

3.1 Bias Source Analysis

As mentioned, even though UD trees define consistent annotations across languages, it still falls short on wiping all syntactic bias. This is inevitably caused by the underlying linguistic disparity deeply embedded in the language itself. Observing the linguistic discrepancies between different languages, we can summarize them into following three levels:

1) Word-level Changes.
   - **Word number.** The words referring to same semantics in different languages vary, e.g., in English one single-token word may be translated in Chinese with more than one token.
   - **Part of speech.** In different languages a parallel lexicon may come with different part of speech.
   - **Word order.** Also it is a common case that the word order varies among parallel sentences in different languages.

2) Phrase-level Change.
   - **Modification type.** A modifier of a phrasal constituent can be changed when translating into another languages. For example, in English, ‘in the distance’ is often an adverbial...
modifier, while its counterpart in Chinese ‘遥远的’ plays a role of an attribute modifier.

- **Change of pronouns.** English grammar has strict structure, while in some other languages the grammar structures may not strict. For example, in English, it is often case to use relative pronouns (e.g., which, that, who) to refer to the prior mentions, while in other languages, such as Chinese, the personal pronouns (e.g., which, that, who) will be used to refer to the prior mentions.

- **Constituency order change.** Some constituent phrases will be reorganized and reordered from one language to another language, due to the differences in grammar rules.

3) Sentence-level Change.

- **Transformation between active and passive sentences.** In English it could be frequent to use the passive forms of sentences, while being translated into other languages the forms will be transformed into active types, where the words and phrases in the whole sentences can be reversed.

- **Transformation between clause and main sentence.** In English the attributive clauses and noun clauses are often used as subordinate components, while they can be translated into two parallel clauses in other languages.

- **Change of reading order of sentences.** The majority of the languages in this world have the reading order of from-left-to-right, such as English, French, etc. But some languages, e.g., under Afro-Asiatic family, Arabic, Hebrew, Persian, Sindhi and Urdu languages read from right to left.

3.2 UD Bias Statistics

In Fig. 3 we present the statistics of such bias between the parallel UD trees in different languages, such as the misaligned words, mismatched UD \((w_i, w_j)\) pair and UD path of \((e_i, \ldots, e_n)\) relational pair. Fig. 3(a) reveals that languages under different families show distinct divergences. And the more different of languages, the greater the divergences (e.g., English to Arabic). Fig. 3(b) indicates that complex sentences (e.g., compound sentences) bring larger bias; and in the real world, complex sentences are much more ubiquitous than simple ones. Also, the mismatch goes worse when the UD core predicates are nouns instead of verbs.

![Figure 3: Statistics of mismatching items of UD trees.](image)

4 Code-mixed UD Forest Construction

To eliminate such discrepancies for unbiased UD-feature transfer, we build the code-mixed UD forests, via the following six steps.

- **Step 1:** translating a sentence \(x_{TGR}^{\text{SRC}}\) in SRC language to the one \(x_{TGR}^{\text{TGT}}\) in TGT language.\(^1\) This step is to generate a pseudo parallel sentence pair in both TGT and SRC languages. We accomplish this by using the state-of-the-art Google Translation API.\(^2\) We denote the parallel sentences as \(\langle x_{\text{SRC}}, x_{\text{TGT}}\rangle\) or \(\langle x_{\text{TGR}}^{\text{SRC}}, x_{\text{TGR}}^{\text{TGT}}\rangle\).

- **Step 2:** obtaining the word alignment scores. Meanwhile, we employ the Awesome-align toolkit\(^3\) to obtain the word alignment confidence \(M=\{m_{i,j}\}\) between word pair \(w_i \in x_{\text{SRC}}\) and \(w_j \in x_{\text{TGR}}\) in parallel sentences.

- **Step 3:** parsing UD trees for parallel sentences. Then, we use the UD parsers in SRC and SRC languages respectively to parse the UD syntax trees for two parallel sentences, respectively. We adopt the UDPipe\(^4\) as our UD parsers, which are trained separately on different UD annotated data\(^5\). We denote the SRC UD tree as \(T_{\text{SRC}}\) and the pseudo TGT UD tree as \(T_{\text{TGT}}\). Note that the UD trees in all languages share the same dependency labels,

\(^1\)Vice versa for the direction from TGT to SRC language. \(\text{https://translate.google.com, Sep. 10 2022}\
\(^3\)\text{https://universaldependencies.org/}
Algorithm 1 Process of constructing code-mixed UD forests

Input: $T^{\text{SRC}}$, $T^{\text{TGT}}$, $M$, threshold $\theta$, empty forest $F = \Phi$.
Output: Code-mixed UD forest $F$.

1: def Construct ($T^{\text{SRC}}$, $T^{\text{TGT}}$, $M$, $F$) ▷ breadth-first top-down traverse.
2: is_root = True ▷ a flag for traversing the predicate only once.
3: $F.w_{\text{cur}} = \text{ROOT}$ ▷ creating ROOT node for $F$.
4: opt_nodes = Queue.Init() ▷ creating a queue for breadth-first search.
5: while ($T^{\text{SRC}} \neq \Phi$) or ($T^{\text{TGT}} \neq \Phi$) or (opt_nodes $\neq \Phi$) do
6:   if is_root then
7:     $w_{\text{merged}} = \text{Merge}(T^{\text{SRC}}.\text{ROOT}, T^{\text{TGT}}.\text{ROOT})$ ▷ merging from ROOT in $T^{\text{SRC}}$ and $T^{\text{TGT}}$.
8:     $w_{\text{merged}}.\text{next}^{\text{SRC}} = T^{\text{SRC}}.\text{ROOT}.\text{GetChildNodes}()$
9:     $w_{\text{merged}}.\text{next}^{\text{TGT}} = T^{\text{TGT}}.\text{ROOT}.\text{GetChildNodes}()$
10:    $F.w_{\text{cur}}.\text{SetChild}(w_{\text{merged}}, \text{'root'})$
11:    opt_nodes.enqueue($w_{\text{merged}}$)
12:    is_root = False
13:   else
14:     $F.w_{\text{cur}} = \text{opt_nodes}.\text{dequeue}()$
15:     aligned_pairs, nonaligned_nodes = AlignSearch($F.w_{\text{cur}}.\text{next}^{\text{SRC}}$, $F.w_{\text{cur}}.\text{next}^{\text{TGT}}$, $M$)
16:     for ($w_i^{\text{SRC}}$, $w_j^{\text{TGT}}$, arc) $\in$ aligned_pairs do
17:       $w_{\text{merged}} = \text{Merge}(w_i^{\text{SRC}}, w_j^{\text{TGT}})$
18:       $w_{\text{merged}}.\text{next}^{\text{SRC}} = w_i^{\text{SRC}}.\text{GetChildNodes}()$
19:       $w_{\text{merged}}.\text{next}^{\text{TGT}} = w_j^{\text{TGT}}.\text{GetChildNodes}()$
20:       $F.w_{\text{cur}}.\text{SetChild}(w_{\text{merged}}, \text{arc})$
21:       opt_nodes.enqueue($w_{\text{merged}}$)
22:     end for
23:     for $w_i \in$ nonaligned_nodes do
24:       $F.w_{\text{cur}}.\text{SetChild}(w_i, w_i, \text{arc})$ ▷ action 'Coping into forest' for non-aligned words.
25:     end for
26:   end if
27: end while
28: return $F$

29: def Merge ($w_a^{\text{SRC}}$, $w_b^{\text{TGT}}$) ▷ action 'Merging into forest' for aligned words.
30: return $w_b^{\text{TGT}}$ ▷ for two aligned word, returning the TGT-side word.

31: def AlignSearch (nodes_a, nodes_b, $M$) ▷ preparing the aligned word pairs in $T^{\text{SRC}}$ and $T^{\text{TGT}}$.
32: aligned_pairs = []
33: for $m_{i,j} \in M$ do
34:   if $m_{i,j} > \theta$ then
35:     aligned_pairs.Append(nodes_a[i], nodes_b[j], nodes_b[i].arc )
36:     nodes_a.Remove($w_i$)
37:     nodes_a.Remove($w_j$)
38:   end if
39: end for
40: nonaligned_nodes = nodes_a.union(nodes_b) ▷ words with no salient alignments.
41: return aligned_pairs, nonaligned_nodes

i.e., with the same (as much as possible) annotation standards. In Appendix §A we list the dependency labels which are the commonly occurred types.  

▶ Step 4: projecting and merging the labels of training data. For the training set, we also need to project the annotations (relational subject-object pairs) of sentences in SRC languages to TGT.
pseudo sentences. Note that this step is not needed for the testing set. The projection is based on the open source\textsuperscript{6}, during which the word alignment scores at step-2 are used. We can denote the SRC annotation as $y$, and the pseudo TGT label as $\bar{y}$. We then merge the annotation from both SRC and TGT viewpoints, into the code-mixed one $Y$, for later training use. Specifically, for the node that is kept in the final code-mixed forest, we will keep its labels; and for those nodes that are filtered, the annotations are replaced by their correspondences.

\textbf{Step 5: merging the SRC and TGT UD trees into a code-mixed forest.} Finally, based on the SRC UD tree and the TGT UD tree, we construct the code-mixed UD forest. We mainly perform breadth-first top-down traversal over each pair of nodes $T^{src}$ and $T^{tgt}$, layer by layer. The traversal starts from their \textit{ROOT} node. We first create a \textit{ROOT} node as the initiation of the code-mixed forest. We design two types of actions for the forest merging process:

- **Merging** current pair of nodes $w_i \in T^{src}$ from SRC tree and $w_j \in T^{tgt}$ from TGT tree into the forest $F$, if the current two nodes are confidently aligned at same dependency layer. We check the word alignment confidence $m_{i \leftrightarrow j}$ between the two nodes, and if the confidence is above a pre-defined threshold $\theta$, i.e., $m_{i \leftrightarrow j} > \theta$, we treat them as confidently aligned.

- **Copying** current node from SRC tree $T^{src}$ or TGT tree $T^{tgt}$ into the forest $F$, once the node has no significant alignment in the opposite tree at this layer.

In Algorithm 1 we formulate in detail the process of code-mixed forest construction. Also, we note that when moving the nodes from two separate UD trees into the forest, the attached dependency labels are also copied. When two nodes are merged, we only choose the label of the TGT-side node. Finally, the resulting forest $F$ looks like code-mixing, and is structurally compact.

\textbf{Step 6: assembling code-mixed texts.} Also we need to synthesize a code-mixed text $X$ based on the raw SRC text $x^{src}$ and the pseudo TGT text $x^{tgt}$. The code-mixed text $X$ will also be used as inputs together with the forest, into the forest encoder. We directly replace the SRC words with the TGT words that have been determined significantly aligned at Step-5.

5 \ XRE with Code-mixed UD Forest

Along with the UD forest $F^{src}$, we also assemble the code-mixed sequential text $X^{src}$ from the SRC and translated pseudo-TGT sentences (i.e., $x^{src}$ and $x^{tgt}$), and the same for the TGT sentences $X^{tgt}$. An XRE system, being trained with SRC-side annotated data ($<X^{src}, F^{src}>, Y^{src}$), needs to determine the label $Y^{tgt}$ of relational pair $e_a, e_o$ given a TGT sentence and UD forest ($<X^{tgt}, F^{tgt}>$).

The XRE system takes as input $X=\{w_i\}_n$ and $F$. We use the multilingual language model (MLM) for representing the input code-mixed sentence $X$:

$$H = \{h_1, \ldots, h_n\} = \text{MLM}(X),$$

where $X$ is the code-mixed sentential text. We then formulate the code-mixed forest $F$ as a graph, $G=<E, V>$, where $E=\{e_{i,j}\}_{n \times n}$ is the edge between word pair (i.e., initiated with $e_{i,j}=0/1$, meaning dis-/connecting), $V=\{w_i\}_n$ are the words. We main the node embeddings $r_i$ for each node $v_i$. We adopt the GAT model (Velickovic et al., 2018) for the backbone forest encoding:

$$\rho_{i,j} = \text{Softmax}(\text{ReLU}(U^T[W_1r_i; W_2r_j])), \quad \mu_i = \sigma(\sum_j \rho_{i,j}W_3r_j),$$

where $W_3/4/5$ and $U$ are all trainable parameters. $\sigma$ is the sigmoid function. GeLU is a Gaussian error linear activation function. Note that the first-layer representations of $r_i$ is initialized with $h_i$, $H$ and $U$ are then concatenated as the resulting feature representation:

$$\hat{H} = H \oplus U.$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

XRE aims to determine the semantic relation labels between two given mention entities. For example, given a sentence ‘John Smith works at Google’, RE should identify that there is a relationship of ‘works at’ between the entities "John Smith" and "Google". Our XRE model needs to predict the relation label $y$. We adopt the biaffine decoder (Dozat and Manning, 2017) to make prediction:

$$y = \text{Softmax}(h_i^T \cdot W_1 \cdot h_o + W_2 \cdot \text{Pool}(\hat{H})).$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

Here both $h_s$ and $h_o$ are given.

6 \ Experiments

6.1 \ Setups

We consider the ACE05 (hristopher Walker et al., 2006) dataset, which includes English (EN), Chinese (ZH) and Arabic (AR). We give the data statistics in Table 1 The multilingual BERT is used.\textsuperscript{7}

\textsuperscript{6}https://github.com/scofield7419/XSRL-ACL

\textsuperscript{7}https://huggingface.co, base, cased version
Table 1: Data statistics. The numbers are documents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Dev</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZH</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We use two-layer GAT for forest encoding, with a 768-d hidden size. We mainly consider the transfer from EN to one other language. Following most cross-lingual works (Fei et al., 2020b; Ahmad et al., 2021), we train the XRE model with fixed 300 iterations without early-stopping. We make comparisons between three setups: 1) using only raw SRC training data with the model transfer, 2) using only the pseudo TGT (via annotation projection) for training, and 3) using both the above SRC and TGT data. Each setting uses both the texts and UD tree (or forest) features. The baseline uses the same GAT model for syntax encoding, marked as SynBaseline. For setup 1)&2) we also test the transfer with only text inputs, removing the syntax features, marked as TxtBaseline. Besides, for setup 1) we cite current SoTA performances as references. We use F1 to measure the RE performance, following Ahmad et al. (2021). All experiments are undergone five times and the average value is reported.

6.2 Data Inspection

We also show in Table 3 the differences in average sequential and syntactic (shortest dependency path) distances between the subjects and objects of the relational triplets. As seen, the syntactic distances between subject-object pairs are clearly shortened in the view of syntactic dependency trees, which indicates the imperative to incorporate the tree structure features. However, the syntactic distances between different languages vary, i.e., more complex languages have longer syntactic distances. Such discrepancy reflects the necessity of employing our proposed UD debiasing methods to bridge the gap.

6.3 Main Results

From Table 2, we can see that UD features offer exceptional boosts (M1 vs. M2, M4 vs. M5). And annotation projection methods outperform model transfer ones (i.e., M1&M2&M3 vs. M4&M5) by offering direct TGT-side features. Interestingly, in both two transfer paradigms, the improvements from UD become weak on the language pairs with bigger divergences. For example, the improvement on EN→DE outweighs the ones on EN→ZH. Furthermore, using our proposed code-mixed syntax forests is significantly better than using standalone SRC or TGT (or the simple combination) UD features (M7 vs. M2&M5&M6) on all transfers with big margins. For example, our system outperforms SoTA UD-based systems with averaged +4.8% (=67.2-62.4) F1. This evidently verifies the necessity to create the code-mixed forests, i.e., bringing unbiased UD features for transfer. Also, we find that the more the difference between the two languages, the bigger the improvements from forests. The ablation of code-mixed texts also shows the contribution of the sequential textual features, which indirectly demonstrates the larger efficacy of the structural code-mixed UD forests.

6.4 Probing Unbiasedness of Code-mixed UD Forest

Fig. 4 plots the change of the syntax distances of RE pairs during the transfer with different syntax trees. We see that the use of SRC UD trees shows clear bias (with larger inclination angles) during the transfer, while the use of TGT UD trees and code-mixed forests comes with less change of syntax distances. Also, we can see from the figure that the inference paths between objects and subjects of RE tasks are clearly shortened with the forests (in orange color), compared to the uses of SRC/TGT UD trees.

6.5 Change during Code-mixed UD Forest Merge

Here we make statistics of how many words are merged and kept during the UD tree merging, respectively. The statistics are shown in Table 4. We can see that the distance between EN-ZH is shorter
than that between EN-AR. For example, the length of code-mixed EN-ZH UD forests (sentences) is 31.63, while for EN-AR the length is 40.44. Also, EN-ZH UD forests have a higher to 21.4% merging rate, while EN-AR UD forests have 16.6% merging rate. This demonstrates that the more divergences of languages, the lower the merging rate of the code-mixed forest.

### 6.6 Impacts of \(\theta\) on Controlling the Quality of Merged Forest

In §4 of step-5, we describe that we use a threshold \(\theta\) to control the aligning during the UD tree merging. Intuitively, the large the threshold \(\theta\), the lower the alignment rate. When \(\theta \rightarrow 0\), most of the SRC and TGT nodes in two parallel UD trees can find their counterparts but the alignments are most likely to be wrong, thus hurting the quality of the resulting code-mixed UD forests. When \(\theta \rightarrow 1\), none of the SRC and TGT nodes in two parallel UD trees can be aligned, and both two UD trees are copied and co-existed in the resulting code-mixed UD forests. In such case, the integration of such forests is equivalent to the annotation projection methods where we directly use both the raw SRC UD feature and the translated pseudo TGT UD tree feature. In Fig. 5 we now study the influences of using different code-mixed forest features generated with different merging rates (\(\theta\)). We see that with a threshold of \(\theta=0.5\), the performances are consistently the best.

### 6.7 Performances on Different Types of Sentence

In Table 5 we show the results under different types of sentences. We directly select 500 short sentences (with length < 12) as simple sentences; and select 500 lengthy sentences (with length > 35) as complex sentences. As can be seen, with the code-mixed forest features, the system shows very notable improvements in complex sentences. For example, on the EN→ZH we obtain 15.9(=57.2-41.3)% F1 improvement, and on the EN→AR the boost increases strikingly to 25.2(=67.3-42.1)% F1. However, such enhancements are not very significant in handling simple sentences. This indicates that the code-mixed UD forest features can espe-
### Table 4: The statistics of the words before and after constructing code-mixed data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SRC (EN)</th>
<th>TGT</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Code-mixed</th>
<th>Merged (Rate)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EN-ZH</td>
<td>15.32</td>
<td>24.91</td>
<td>40.23</td>
<td>31.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN-AR</td>
<td>15.32</td>
<td>33.12</td>
<td>48.44</td>
<td>40.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Comparisons under different types of sentences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EN→ZH</th>
<th>EN→AR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SynBaseline(+T&lt;sup&gt;SRC&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td>66.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SynBaseline(+T&lt;sup&gt;TGT&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td>68.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SynBaseline(+F)</td>
<td>71.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7 Conclusion and Future Work

Universal dependencies (UD) have been served as effective language-consistent syntactic features for cross-lingual relation extraction (XRE). In this work, we reveal the intrinsic language discrepancies with respect to the UD structural annotations, which limit the utility of the UD features. We enhance the efficacy of UD features for an unbiased UD-based transfer, by constructing code-mixed UD forests from both the source and target UD trees. Experimental results demonstrate that the UD forests effectively delias the syntactic disparity in the UD-based XRE transfer, especially for those language pairs with larger gaps.

Leveraging the syntactic dependency features is a long-standing practice for strengthening the performance of RE tasks. In this work, we propose a novel type of syntactic feature, code-mixed UD forests, for cross-lingual relation extraction. We note that this feature can be applied broadly to other cross-lingual structured information extraction tasks that share the same task definition besides RE, such as event detection (ED) (Halpin and Moore, 2006) and semantic role labeling (SRL) (Gildea and Jurafsky, 2000). Besides, how to further increase the utility of the UD forests with a better modeling method is a promising research direction, i.e., filtering the noisy structures in the UD forests.
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### Limitations

Although showing great prominence, our proposed method has the following limitations. First of all, our method relies on the availability of annotated UD trees of both the source and target languages, as we need to use the annotations to parse the syntax trees for our own sentences. Fortunately, UD project covers over 100 languages, where most of the languages, even the minor ones, will have the UD resources. At the same time, our method will be influenced by the quality of UD parsers. Secondly, our method also uses the external translation systems to produce the pseudo parallel sentences, where our method may largely subject to the quality of the translators. Again luckily, current neural machine translation systems have been well developed and established, i.e., Google Translation. Only when handling very scare languages where the current translation systems fail to give satisfactory performances, our method will fail.

### Ethics Statement

In this work, we construct a type of code-mixed UD forest based on the existing UD resources. We note that all the data construction has been accomplished automatically, and we have not created any new annotations with additional human labor. Specifically, we use the UD v2.10 resource, which is a collection of linguistic data and tools that are open-sourced. Each of treebanks of UD has its own license terms, including the CC BY-SA 4.0 and CC BY-NC-SA

[^http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/]:
as well as GNU GPL 3.0. Our use of UD treebanks comply with all these license terms is at non-commercial purpose. The software tools (i.e., UDPipe parsers) are provided under GNU GPL V2. Our use of UDPipe tools complies with the term.
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### A The universal dependency labels

In Table 6, we list the dependency labels which are the commonly occurred types. Please refer to Stanford dependency\(^\text{11}\) for more details about the dependency labels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependency Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>amod</td>
<td>adjectival modifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advcl</td>
<td>adverbial clause modifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advmod</td>
<td>adverb modifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acomp</td>
<td>adjectival complement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxpass</td>
<td>passive auxiliary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compound</td>
<td>compound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ccomp</td>
<td>clausal complement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cc</td>
<td>coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conj</td>
<td>conjunct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cop</td>
<td>copula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>det</td>
<td>determiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dep</td>
<td>dependent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dobj</td>
<td>direct object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mark</td>
<td>marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nsubj</td>
<td>nominal subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nmod</td>
<td>nominal modifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neg</td>
<td>negation modifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xcomp</td>
<td>open clausal complement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: The universal dependency labels.
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